Restricting processing of
profiles

Restricting processing
Overview
Under Articles 18 of the General Data Protection Regulations data subjects
have the right to request that the processing of their data be restricted in
certain circumstances (Art 18(1)(a)-(d)). If a data subject requests that
processing be restricted then their data can still be stored but cannot be
processed unless it is with their consent or it relates to legal claims, the rights
of others, or reasons of important public interest (Art 18(2)).
According to Recital 67 of the GDPR, in automated filing systems such as
Lamplight, the data should not be subject to further processing operations
while it is restricted, and it should not be possible to change the data. The
system should also clearly indicate that the profile has been restricted.
Lamplight allows you to restrict the way in which a profile is processed and
then allow processing again should the restriction be lifted. The data subject
should be notified before the restriction is lifted (Art 18(3)).
How to restrict processing of a profile
Within Lamplight you can restrict processing of a profile by opening that profile
and clicking the ‘restrict processing’ button on the right-hand side of the
profile:

When you click this button, you will be asked to confirm that you wish to
restrict processing. Click yes and the profile status will be changed, and you will
go back to the home page.
Once you have restricted processing of a profile, you will not be able to:
• See them in searches
• Find them in list views
• See them in groups

• Include them in reports
• See them in records
In a future update, it will not be possible to edit the profile either.
Viewing restricted profiles
System administrators can view restricted profiles. Go to people > view and in
the search set ‘Limit list to’ ‘People restricted for processing’. Click the ‘fetch
data’ button. This will allow you to find profiles again where the processing
restriction needs to be lifted.

From here you can view the profile: click on the name as usual. You will see a
warning message.

If the restriction needs to be lifted, and the data subject has been notified that
the restriction is lifted, you can ‘Allow processing’ by clicking the button.
Difference to ‘archived’ profiles
Firstly, there is a difference in meaning. ‘Archived’ profiles are likely to be
people that have stopped using your services, so you don’t need their data
day-to-day, but would still want to include them in reports. ‘Restricted
processing’ is a particular right for data subjects under the GDPR; where this

request has been made it is highly likely that there are other processes under
way within your organisation (for example questions about the accuracy or
lawfulness of the data or relating to a legal claim).

Functionally, there are two differences within Lamplight. Firstly, the warning
message is different when viewing a profile. Secondly, restricted profiles won’t
be counted in reports; archived profiles will be.
Make sure that your staff are happy with the difference between these two
functions.
Permanently deleting profiles
Under Article 17, a service user can request that their data be deleted from the
system. System admins can permanently delete profiles; this irrevocably
removes profile data and optionally other connected data. When someone has
requested restricted processing, they may also require you not to delete their
data. There is another Lamplight factsheet on how to delete data from
Lamplight.

